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Waste not, Want not...
The 8-Wastes

Patriot Strapping™

Whoever coined the saying “Waste not, Want not” must have been a LEAN
thinker; Lean process improvement focuses on the Elimination of Waste within
the Value Stream. We define the Value Stream as all of the activities and
processes from the beginning of a product or service to its final consumption.
There are three primary categories of Waste:
Muda:

Type - l Muda: The non-value added activity for the end customer, but it is necessary.
Type - ll Muda: The non-value added activity for end customer which are not necessary.

Mura: Unevenness in an operation.
Muri: Overburdening equipment or operators.

Within the three types, we find the 8-Wastes addressed through Lean Process
Improvement. They are listed below.
1. Defects - Products or services that are out of specification that requires
resources to correct.
2. Overproduction - Producing too much of a product before it is ready to be
sold.
3. Waiting - Waiting for the previous step in the process to complete.
4. Non-Utilized Talent - Employees that are not effectively engaged in the
process.
5. Transportation - Transporting items or data that are not required to perform
the process from one location to another.
6. Inventory - Inventory or information that is sitting idle (not being
processed.)
7. Motion - People, information or equipment making unnecessary motion due
to workspace layout, ergonomic issues or searching for misplaced items.
8. Excess Processing - Preforming any activity that is not necessary to
produce a functioning product or service.
Teaching employees to see the waste within your operations is the firest step in
eliminating waste within your operations.
Learn more about the process and tools used to identify and eliminate waste at
our website WorkSafeWorkSmart.com.
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